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Tonnoesseo Valley Authority, 1101 Market Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402

May 28, 2013

Cindy Bladey
Chief, Rules, Announcements, and Directives Branch
Office of Administration
Mail Stop: TWB-05-BO1M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) - Comments to Draft Japan Lessons-
Learned Project Directorate Interim Staff Guidance (JLD-ISG),
JLD-ISG-2013-01, "Guidance for Assessment of Flooding Hazards Due to
Dam Failure," Docket ID NRC-2013-0073

IVA appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the subject draft Interim Staff
Guidance. TVA's comments are provided in the Enclosure.

If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact Kevin Casey at
(423) 751-8523.

Respectfully,

J. W. Shea

Vice President, Nuclear Licensing

Enclosure:

TVA Comments to Draft Japan Lessons-Learned Project Directorate Interim Staff
Guidance (JLD-ISG), JLD-ISG-2013-01, "Guidance for Assessment of Flooding
Hazards Due to Dam Failure," Docket ID NRC-2013-0073

cc: (w/Enclosure)

NRC Project Manager - Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
NRC Project Manager - Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
NRC Public Document Room
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ENCLOSURE

TVA Comments to Draft Japan Lessons-Learned Project Directorate
Interim Staff Guidance (JLD-ISG), JLD-ISG-2013-01,

"Guidance for Assessment of Flooding Hazards Due to Dam Failure,"
Docket ID NRC-2013-0073



Step 5 - The reader is told to estimate the
impacts of sediment and debris transport.

The evaluation of debris and
sediment transport and impacts to
fluid dynamics requires extensive,
complex analysTs.

impacts on equipment for use during the
integrated assessment; or (2) impacts on the
fluid flow behavior itself (changes in fluid
dynamics from additional sediment and debris
in the flood routing).

1 4
Last bullet - Requires seismic analysis of
1 x 104 with sufficient margin or seismic
analysis to I x 106.

mm

The term 'sufficient margin" is not
defined. As used, the term 'sufficient
margin" seems to imply more than
meelino reauired factor of safety.

Define "sufficient margin" to be the required
factor of safety per Federal Dam Safety
Regulator's guidance. This term occurs in
several places throughout the documenL

Staff position says 'dams owned by licensees
may not be removed"

There are licensee-owned dams that
have minimal or no adverse failure
consequences beyond the owner's
property. For example, there are
holding ponds that are on the
National Inventory of Dams that are
owned by TVA- These are low
hazard dams where failure under
normal (non-flood) conditions would
result in environmental permit
compliance issues with the stale and
is therefore deemed as a failure
consequence to the owner's
property. For flood analysis, these
holding ponds would not increase the
flood elevations at the sites and are
inconsequential.

Given the situation described in the concern
field and the fact that this document is
guidance, the proposed change to the
statement is that the "licensee owned dams
should not be removed from consideration
without justification."

4.1.31page 31 The staff position requires engineering With a complex river system with Recommend adding to the staff position, a
justification if failure of spillway gates and multiple dams and many hydro units third option, which would be a simplified
outlet works is not considered for hydrologic (IVA has 109 hydro units), the staff system approach that allows probability of
failure modes. position is very difficult to implement failure of gates and generating units to

without extensive analysis, such as operate during flood events or application of
an extensive uncertainty analysis an availability factor based on historical
with Monte Carlo simulations or other floods.
such analyses. The schedule for the
flood hazard reevaluation doesn't
support this type of analys is.
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4.2/page 32 The guidance is not clear on the establishment There is no separate section in the Provide clear guidance on the establishment
5.2/page 45 of loads/demands for detailed analysis. guidance for *establishing the of the demands/loads which are to be used
6.1.1/page 66 demands/loads for the detailed for the detailed analysis of the dams. This

analysis as outlined in the flowchart same comment also applies to seismic
in Figure 2 of Section 1.3. The load/demands for detailed analysis and for
demands/loads are addressed in the sunny day roads/demands for detailed
overtopping section of the document analysis. Guidance should include such
but only briefly. It is not clear to the specifics as the following: (1) headwater and
reader if these loads are to include tailwater levels to be used in stability analysis;
the combined effects from Appendix (2) whether antecedent or subsequent rainfall
H of NUREGICR-7046, e.g., must be combined with PMP; (3) whether or
Alternative 1 combination of mean not to include 2-year wind speeds in the
monthly base flow, median soil analysis; and (4) adequate factors of safety.
moisture, an antecedent or
subsequent rain that is the lesser of
40% PMP or 500 year rainfall, the
PMP and waves induced by 2-year
wind speed applied along the critical
direction.

4.2.21page 33 In many cases the IDF is the probable The guidance seems to imply that In addition to the evaluation of the dams for
maximum flood (PMF) developed by analyzing the dams be evaluated for project the [DF, alrow the large watershed PMP and
the impacts of the probable maximum specilic PMFs and if they are not associated PMF to be used to evaluate the
precipitation (PMP) event over the dams able to pass the project specific stability of the dams when there is a large
upstream watershed. PMFs then they should be watershed with many upstream dams. This

considered to fail without would be a further refinement in the
consideration for other events. With hierarchical hazard analysis (HHA) process.
a complex river system with multiple
dams, the staff position is unrealistic
and overly conservative. The
nuclear power plant PMP which
produces the PMF is over a large
watershed with smaller amounts of
rainfall compared to the project
specific PMFs which have very high
amounts of PMP over a smaller
watershed.
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Define what °maximum normal" is, andlor
provide examples for different kinds of
reservoirs. TVA defines maximum normal as
the normal summer nool.

35 gates.
With a complex river system with
multiple dams and many hydro units
(TVA has 109 hydro units), the staff
position is very difficult to implement
without extensive analysis. The
schedule for the flood hazard
reevaluation doesn't support this
Ivee of analysis.

Recommend guidance provide percentage for
spillway gate blockage. TVA's position that
performance of sensitivity analyses on 5
percent and 10 percent spillway gate
blockage is appropriate.

4.2.2.4/page Last bullet - At least one turbine should always Dam operators typically perform their Recommend guidance allow a simplified
35 be assumed to be down in performing flood maintenance activities outside of the system approach that considers probability of

routings. flood season and the assumption turbine outages or application of an
that one unit is out of service for availability factor based on maintenance data
every hydro dam in a large system andlor historical floods.
may be overly conservative.

TVA has completed the hazard
reevaluation input work for the darns
(the dam rating curves) assuming
that all the hydro units are available
until the turbine deck, switchyard or
powerhouse is flooded.

4.2.6/page 39 Staff position - %With regard to the fuse plugs, The sentence is incomplete and WVA Complete the sentence.
one should consider show that routing' is unable to understand the staff

position regarding fuse plugs.
4.2.7.2/page No equation provided. Editorial; no equation and variables Provide equation and define variables.
39 provided.
5.page 43 Last paragraph, last sentence calls out a EditoriaT; user is not able to Provide the correct section reference.

Section 0. determine which section was meant
to be referenced.

5.1page 43 When using the HHA process and assuming a By not specifying to the user, the Provide the flood which is to be used for
seismic darn failure without a detailed analysis document seems to imply that a hydrologic routing when there is an assumed
of the dam, there is no flood specified to use detailed seismic analysis is required failure of the dam under seismic loading.
for hydrologic routing with the assumed failure, to be performed which is contrary to

I NUREGICR-7046 HHA.
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5.2.31page 48 Seismic analysis of appurtenant structures. This section implies the spillway gate Recommend staff guidance provide an option
system should be seismically to consider some conservative percentage of
analyzed. It is not common practice failure of spillway gates, outlet works and
to perform detailed seismic analysis other appurtenances instead of
of dam appurtenances within the comprehensive detailed analysis.
dam safety industry. This is an
extensive amount of work for the
amount of dams within TVA's
watershed and very difficult for
equipment installed 60- years ago.
The documentation of material and
installation details will be a
challenge. The schedule for the flood
hazard reevaluation doesn't support
this type of analysis.

5.3.3fpage 51 Detailed investigations would include surveys This section implies the use of Recommend paragraph be revised to read:
and undisturbed sampling borings, undisturbed sampling for direct "Detailed investigations would include surveys

measurements of in situ densities and in situ field testing to (1) refine the
and dynamic properties. However in preliminary interpretation of the stratigraphy
situ testing is often preferred for and the extent of potentially liquefiable soils,
performing liquefaction analysis. and (2) measure in situ densities and dynamic
Undisturbed sampling for laboratory properties for input to dynamic response
testing of potentially liquefiable soil analyses. Recover undisturbed samples for
often results in mixed results, laboratory testing when site soirs are not

adequately represented in the available data
base.'

5.3.31page 51 Section 5.3.3 and Staff Position references The staff position reference to RG Recommend that the ISG clearly state that
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.198 'Procedures and 1.198 could imply that Appendix B the Appendix B requirements do not apply or
Criteria for Assessing Seismic Soil requirements are applicable to the remove the reference to RG 1.198 and
Liquefaction at Nuclear Power Plants" as ISG users in the future. These reference the engineering methods for
providing guidance and detailed procedures for requirements are not applicable liquefaction analysis directly.
evaluating liquefaction, under this scope of work.

5.4.11page 52 Staff position - Sufficient seismic margin in Sufficient seismic margin is not Define 'sufficient margin" to be the required
existing studies. defined, factor of safety per Federal Dam Safety

Regulator's guidance. This term occurs in
several places throughout the document.

5.Sfpage 54 Figure 18 - appears to have a repeat in the last Editorial Remove the repeat bullet or correct the bullet
I bullet I if it was meant to be a 3rd point for the figure.
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5.6lpage 56 Staff position - Oam failure due to an It is not clear what is meant by It is recommended that the normal pool level
earthquake should be considered for both the "maximum normal pool'. The water with normal tailwater levels is used rather
maximum normal operating ('full-pooe1) and elevation used in earthquake load than maximum and average pool. The use of
average reservoir levels. Normal, non-flood case is generally the normal these levels aligns with the TVA (and other
tailwater conditions should be used. operating level. The highest normal federal dam regulators) dam safety guidance

operating level is used when there for seismic stability analysis.
are seasonal flucluations of the
reservoir.

5.6/page 56 Staff position - The flood and seismic This implies that a seismic fragility Recommend guidance include use of the
combinations to provide a 1 x I 0" hazard analysis is required for each dam modified ANS 2.8 combinations that have
frequency target. and then flood inflows be developed previously been discussed with the staff.

to route with the failure of the dam. Those combinations are:
This requires extensive analysis for a 1) 1E-04 ground motion combined with 25
complex river system and is more year flood and
difficult to implement than the two 2) 112 of IE-04 ground motion combined with
deterministic combinations that are lesser of 500 year flood or 1/2 PMF.
defined in ANS 2.8. Modified ANS
2.8 combinations have been
discussed with the staff for
replacement of the deterministic
earthquake with a probabilistic
earthquake.

6.2.11page 68 The ISG requires a comprehensive risk Significant resources will be required Allow use of simplified but conservative failure
analysis to assess sunny day failure modes. to complete these analyses. All of modes when there is a lack of an existing

"VXs dams do not have existing PFMA.
Potential Failure Mode Analyses
(PFMA) completed yet The
schedule for the flood hazard
reevaluation doesn't support this
type of analysis.

6.2.2/page 68 The normal pool elevation (invert of the highest This is confusing as it could be Suggest ISG document be revised to reflect a
outlet or spillway) definition needs clarification, defined as a spillway sill elevation normal pool elevation where reservoir is

which would be significantly lower maintained for normal operations.
than normal pool.

6.2.2/page 69 Last bullet - maximum observed pool elevation These terms are not defined in the Suggest a definition be added to ISG
1 and maximum normal pool elevation document document andlor provide examples.
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switchyard
in most cases mne taii deck controls
when generation is slopped.
Switchyard is usually at a higher
elevation than the tail deck (the point
at which the powerhouse is flooded
due to hiah tailwater).

Suggest incorporating the consideration of
loss of the swilchyard or the powerhouse due
to flooding, whichever is at a lower elevation.

10.1.2 and
10.2 /pages
82-84

NRC prefers use of 2-D analysis over a 1-D
analysis.

Efforts to address the issues
discussed in this section can have a
significant impact on the time
required to conduct the analyses.
Effort to develop and calibrate a 2-D
model is well beyond that for a 1 -D
model and the current hazard
reevaluation analysis schedule does
not support a 2-D analysis for a large
and complicated river system.

TVA intends to use a 1-D HECRAS analysis.
Recommend guidance include a listing of 1-D
and 2-D models for which appropriate
analyses have been reviewed and approved
by NRC staff.

_and complicated river system.
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